LED Display & Accent Lighting Solutions

- Retail & Display Case
- Cove
- Handrail
- Under Cabinet
- Shelf Lighting
- Accent & Task

Dramatic, Energy-Efficient Lighting By Design
LSI's LED Linear Lighting

Beauty and architectural flair are important when setting a dramatic mood. LSI’s line of LED linear lighting was designed to deliver long-lasting, consistent radiance and luster wherever it's needed and for a variety of applications, be it new construction or a retrofit.

Why LED Linear Lighting?
- **Long lasting:** LEDs last up to 10 times as long as fluorescents and up to 30 times longer than halogen
- **Reduce energy costs:** LEDs are up to 50% more efficient than fluorescents, and up to 7 times more than halogen
- **Environmentally friendly:** No mercury or lead
- **Perfect for merchandising:** No UV or IR
- **Flexibility:** Wide range of fixture lengths from 12" to 96"
- **Enhanced Image:** Merchandise sparkles and comes to life, translating to increased appeal (and sales)

Why Choose LSI?
- **Exceptional color:** Binning +/- 5%, no visible difference from LED to LED
- **Longer lasting:** 100,000+ hours (twice as long as competition)
- **Aimable:** All fixtures can pivot from 0° +/- 90°
- **Versatile:** 3 color temperatures available (cool, neutral, warm white)
- **State-of-the-art Driver technology** complies with IEC and FCC standards
- **Separate power supply** reduces space in display cases, ease of maintenance
- **Easy installation**, new or retrofit with bracket or adhesive
- **Strength and credibility:** All fixtures carry 5 year limited warranty

---

**LXC2 – LED LINEAR HIGH OUTPUT LIGHT**

**SUPERIOR HIGH-LUMEN PACKAGE COMBINED WITH LOW WATTAGE CONSUMPTION**

- Up to 875 Lumens (30% improvement) at only 7 Watts per foot
- Delivers most light at task
- **Aimable:** 0° +/- 90°

Perfect for coves in high ceilings where maximum light is required. Also a brilliant choice to showcase crystal, gold or gemstones (retail, museum, display, cove and interiors).
LDL3 – LED LINEAR DISPLAY LIGHT
ULTRA-LOW PROFILE DESIGN WITH AVAILABLE HIGH-LUMEN PACKAGE

- Up to 470 Lumens (30% improvement) at only 5 Watts per foot
- Available with clear or diffuse lens
- Sleek design, easy to install

Perfect for display cases and coves that require low-profile design (retail display, cove, under cabinet, task).

LXW2 – LED LINEAR HIGH OUTPUT SIGN
SIGN & ACCENT LIGHTER & WALL WASH LIGHT

- Fixture adjusts from 0° to 350° to put the light where you want it
- Up to 760 Lumens (30% improvement) at only 7 watts per foot
- Sleek, contemporary, low profile fixture that delivers brilliant LED lighting

Perfect for graphics, showcasing merchandise, and accent lighting.
A Perfect Lighting Solution For Your Application